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***** Print on Demand *****. Watson s win on Jeopardy came as no surprise to those who had read
Deus ex Machina sapiens. It was written largely during the 1990s, around the time that another IBM
supercomputer--Deep Blue--was trouncing world chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov. The book has
since been updated on a few points of detail but its primary message remains intact: the Machine is
rapidly evolving as Man s rival if not replacement for the job of Steward of the Earth. Building upon
the work of some of the world s greatest scientists, philosophers, and religious thinkers, and
drawing particularly from developments in the computing and cognitive sciences--particularly, the
field of artificial intelligence, or AI--the book reveals the evolutionary emergence of a machine that
is not just intelligent but also self-conscious, emotional, and free-willed. In the 1980s and 90s you
used to hear grandiose claims about AI. Machines would soon surpass humans in intelligence, it
was claimed by some. The Japanese government spent a billion dollars on one project to make it
happen. Well, it didn t happen, but that didn t stop the development...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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